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Abstract. Owing to the fact that insufficient data quality usually leads to wrong 
decisions and high costs, managing data quality is a prerequisite for the 
successful execution of business and decision processes. An economics-driven 
management of data quality is in need of efficient measurement procedures, 
which allow for a predominantly automated identification of poor data quality. 
Against this background the paper investigates how metrics for the DQ 
dimensions completeness, validity, and currency can be aggregated to derive an 
indicator for accuracy. Therefore existing approaches to measure these 
dimensions are analyzed in order to make explicit, which metric addresses 
which aspect of data quality. Based on this analysis, an indicator function is 
designed returning a measure for accuracy on different levels of a data resource. 
The indicator function’s applicability is demonstrated using a customer 
database example.  
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1 Introduction  

Poor data quality (DQ) usually is associated with wrong decisions and high costs [3], 
[16], [19]. For instance, a study conducted by the Data Warehouse Institute revealed 
that in 67% of the involved organizations poor DQ causes high costs [38]. Moreover, 
75% of the interviewees in an international study on DQ admitted wrong decisions 
due to incorrect data [23]. These findings are complemented by a survey conducted 
by CSO Insights, where 47% of the responding senior marketing executives had seen 
either a noticeable or severe impact on their marketing campaigns from poor DQ [13]. 
Consequently, high quality data are prerequisite for executing business and decision 
processes. Ensuring DQ hence constitutes a relevant problem for organizations [4], 
[38]. To solve this problem in an economics-oriented manner, efficient instruments 
are necessary to measure and subsequently detect insufficient DQ [22], [24], [37]. 

Literature indicates that DQ is a multidimensional concept [35], [42]. One of the 
most cited DQ dimension is accuracy [32], [40]. To measure accuracy of an attribute 



value exactly, two pieces of information must be available: The attribute value as it is 
stored in a data resource and its real-world counterpart. In many cases, determining 
the latter is time- and cost-intensive [20]. Thus, there is a need for other DQ 
dimensions which allow for deriving information on an attribute value’s quality 
without knowing its (costly to determine) real-world counterpart. DQ dimensions 
which can be used to indicate an attribute value’s accuracy are completeness, validity, 
and currency. However, these DQ dimensions only give an indication on an attribute 
value’s accuracy and do not represent its exact accuracy. Moreover, each of these 
dimensions only represents one particular aspect of the accuracy of an attribute value. 
Thus, an aggregated view of these three dimensions would yield a more complete 
indication of an attribute value’s accuracy. 

Although it is well known that there are interdependencies between particular DQ 
dimensions [2], [10], DQ dimensions and especially their measurement are usually 
discussed independently from each other. So far, three approaches exist to aggregate 
metrics for different DQ dimensions, which will be discussed in this paper. This 
discussion will reveal that there is no approach to estimate in a consistent, meaningful 
way, how accurate data stored in a data resource are, even if the attribute values are 
already evaluated via metrics for different DQ dimensions. This is the more 
astonishing, as many papers in the area of DQ management rely on a variable 
representing the overall level of DQ without defining this variable in a formal way 
(e.g. [18]). Within this paper we aim to close this research gap by designing an 
indicator function for accuracy. Therefore we investigate the following research 
question: How can accuracy of an attribute value be measured by aggregating 
metrics for the DQ dimensions completeness, validity, and currency? 

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 sums up the relevant literature dealing 
with defining and measuring the DQ dimensions accuracy, completeness, validity, 
and currency as well as on approaches for aggregating metrics for different DQ 
dimensions. Afterwards, an indicator function for indicating accuracy is designed in 
Section 3. In Section 4 the indicator function’s applicability is demonstrated by means 
of a customer database example. Results and limitations are summarized in Section 5. 

2 Background and Related Work  

Literature provides several definitions for DQ. For instance, according to Orr [34] DQ 
“is the measure of the agreement between the data views presented by an information 
system and that same data in the real-world” and Parssian et al. [36] state that “the 
terms information quality and data quality have been used to characterize mismatches 
between the view of the world provided by an IS and the true state of the world”. To 
characterize these “mismatches” in more detail, several DQ dimensions have been 
introduced. According to Lee et al. [32], the dimensions accuracy, completeness, 
validity, and currency are most relevant in the context of measuring the quality of 
attribute values. One important feature of these four dimensions is, that they refer to a 



quality of conformance (QoC) perspective1 and hence can be measured by metrics in 
an inter-subjectively verifiable manner [30]. In the following we discuss definitions 
and metrics for these four dimensions, relate them to each other with respect to their 
measurement costs, and give a brief overview on several approaches to aggregate DQ 
dimensions. From this discussion, we deduce the research gap to be investigated in 
this paper. 

2.1 Definitions and measurement procedures 

To get an overview which aspects of DQ the four DQ dimensions accuracy, 
completeness, validity, and currency cover and how these aspects can be measured by 
means of metrics, we discuss their definitions and the respective measurement 
procedures in the following. Thereby we focus on metrics, which have been formally 
defined and can be measured in a predominantly automated way. Other well-known 
approaches (for an overview, please refer to Batini et al. [5]) like the AIMQ-Method 
[32] or the Total Data Quality Methodology [41] are hence not in the scope of this 
paper as they do not provide formally defined metrics which allow for a 
predominantly automated measurement. 

Accuracy. According to Eppler [15], ‘accuracy’ can be defined as “how closely 
information matches a real-life state”, which is a common definition in DQ literature 
and will be used in the following. That is, accuracy of an attribute value measures the 
distance between the attribute value vI(tn.am) stored in the data resource and the 
corresponding value in the real-world vW(tn.am) at the moment of measuring DQ [6]. If 
these two values are identical, the stored attribute value vI(tn.am) is correct. Thereby, tn 

(n  IN) stands for a tuple which represents a real-world entity by storing its attribute 
values tn.a1, tn.a2, ... tn.aM. Accuracy is thus determined by means of a distance 
measure [20]: 

Let d(vI(tn.am), vW(tn.am)) denote a domain-specific distance function for attribute 
am. It quantifies the closeness between vI(tn.am) and vW(tn.am) and normalizes its results 
to the interval [0; 1], where 0 connotes perfect congruence and 1 connotes no 
congruence at all2. Based on these definitions we can define the metric for accuracy 
on the level of attribute values as follows [25]: 

QAccu(vI(tn.am), vW(tn.am)) = 1 - d(vI(tn.am), vW(tn.am))  (1) 

So, to measure accuracy, not only the attribute value vI(tn.am) stored in a data 
resource is needed, but also its counterpart in the real-world vW(tn.am) at the moment 
of measurement. This necessity of having to know the real-world counterpart vW(tn.am) 
is a shortcoming in practical application [20], which can only be solved at high cost in 
certain areas – if at all [24]. Taking the example of customer data, each customer has 
to be contacted and asked for the correct value which holds at the moment of asking. 
Although this is an extreme example, acquiring the real-world counterpart nearly 

                                                           
1 More details on the two perspectives “quality of conformance” (QoC) and “quality of design” 

(QoD) can be found in Heinrich et al. [25] and Juran [29].  
2 Please refer to Heinrich et al. [26] for examples of normalized distance functions and 

illustrations for the effects of not normalized distance functions. 



always occasions high costs. On the other hand, after such a comparison of the 
attribute value stored vI(tn.am) to its real-world counterpart vW(tn.am), the latter is 
known and as a result, vI(tn.am) can be updated and should therefore be perfectly 
accurate.  

Completeness. Literature on DQ uses the term ‘completeness‘ in different contexts. 
As this paper deals with the quality of attribute values in a data resource which is 
assumed as given (cf. QoD perspective), an attribute shall be defined as complete in 
this paper (in accordance with Fox et al. [20] and Batini and Scannapieco [6]), if it 
semantically differs from NULL. NULL is equivalent to “missing value” [39] and 
means “value at present unknown” [12]. This is in contrast to Fox et al. [20], who – in 
addition – perceive “value does not exist” as NULL. If it is however known, that no 
value exists for an entity’s attribute (e.g. a customer has no telephone and therefore no 
value can be stored for the attribute ’phone number’), this attribute should be 
considered as complete in terms of the definition above. Hence, it is represented by a 
corresponding (standardised) attribute value in the data resource (e.g., ’N/A’ for 
“property inapplicable” [12] or “nothing” [39]).  

To measure the completeness of an attribute value, one has to determine a set of 

attribute values ma
IncompS for each attribute am, considered as incomplete. The elements 

in this set are thus semantically equivalent to NULL. Once ma
IncompS is determined, a 

metric for completeness (slightly adapted from the metric defined by Heinrich et al. 
[25]) of an attribute value vI(tn.am) can be defined: 

ma
IncompmnImnIComp SatvatvQ  ),(0)),((  (2a) 

ma
IncompmnImnIComp SatvatvQ  ),(1)),((  (2b) 

 
In comparison to measuring accuracy it is not necessary to determine the real-

world counterpart of the attribute value vI(tn.am) stored in the data resource. Instead it 

is sufficient to know the attribute value vI(tn.am) and the set of attribute values ma
IncompS , 

which are considered as incomplete. Thus, it is possible to measure completeness 
repeatedly and – at least, to a large extent – automatically. This is why it should cause 
less effort to measure completeness than accuracy.  

Validity. An attribute value “is invalid if its contents are not within the pre-specified 
value domain […] and is valid otherwise” [17], a definition which shall also be used 
in this article. Moreover, ‘validity’ is also known as ‘domain integrity’ which means 
that “all values of an attribute must be drawn from a specified domain” [31]. Hence, 
from a QoC perspective, validity refers to the question, whether an attribute value 

vI(tn.am) is part of a (pre-specified) value domain ma
ValiS or not. As with the set of 

incomplete values, defining the value domain ma
ValiS  for the particular attribute am is a 

prerequisite for measuring its validity. The value domain ma
ValiS

 
can also be defined by 

means of several rules or constraints [27]. Moreover, the validity of an attribute value 



is measured by means of a Boolean variable [20]. According to Heinrich et al. [27], 

an attribute value is thus either valid or not valid. With ma
ValiS

 
being the value domain, 

that is, the set of all values which are valid for attribute am, we define the metric for 
validity on the level of attribute values as follows:  

ma
ValimnImnIVali SatvatvQ  ),(0)),((  (3a) 

ma
ValimnImnIVali SatvatvQ  ),(1)),((  (3b) 

Thus, the value domain ma
ValiS

 
can be deduced from business rules or domain-

specific functions [27]. The valid value domain of an attribute value vI(tn.am) can also 
be derived from another attribute value vI(tn.ao) for attribute ao of the same tupel tn 
(we use the term ‘tupel’ instead of ‘record set’ to avoid confusion with respect to the 
variables, as we will use r for ‘relation’ later on). However, if such cross-attribute 
logical dependencies shall be taken into account, it is necessary to analyze the validity 
of the determining attribute value vI(tn.ao) first. This is because restricting the value 
domain for the dependent attribute value vI(tn.am) based on the determining value 
vI(tn.ao) for another attribute is only reasonable if the determining value vI(tn.ao) is 
valid itself. Taking the example of an address, it does not make sense to derive the 
‘city’ from the ‘zip code’, if the latter value is for instance negative, i. e. not valid. 
Owing to this restriction, we leave aside cross-attribute logical dependencies for this 
paper, but such effects are subject to further research. 

Completeness and validity have in common, that a set of values has to be defined 
in advance so that the two dimensions can be measured. In general, the effort for 
defining the corresponding set should be higher for validity, as all valid values have to 
be defined for a particular attribute, whereas completeness requires only listing of 
those values which are semantically equivalent to NULL for each attribute. 
Comparing the effort for measuring validity to the one for accuracy, the effort for the 
former can be considered by far lower, as it does not require a real-world test and – 

after the initial definition of ma
ValiS – the measurement can be repeated in an automated 

way.  

Currency. Recent papers on DQ define ‘currency’ (often used synonymously with 
timeliness) as the probability that an attribute value vI(tn.am), which was accurate at 
the instance of its storage, is still congruent with its real-world counterpart vW(tn.am) at 
the moment of measurement [24]. This definition shall also hold for this article. That 
is, currency represents the probability that an attribute value is still up-to-date and has 
not become outdated due to a temporal decline. Thus, in contrast to measuring 
accuracy, measuring currency provides a probability and not a verified statement 
under certainty.  

Let hence ).( mnI atvs  be the time period which has passed since the accurate storage 

of the attribute value vI(tn.am) in the data resource. Furthermore, maS  denotes the shelf 
life of an attribute am. That is, it represents the time period which passes before the – 
originally accurately stored – attribute value vI(tn.am) does no longer correspond to its 



real-world counterpart, as vW(tn.am) has changed in the meantime. As shelf life maS  is 
usually unknown, it is considered a random variable. Moreover, according to Heinrich 

et al. [24], we define a distribution function   ).( mnIm atva sF   mnIm atva sSP .  
specifically for each attribute am. This distribution function returns the probability that 
the shelf life of a particular attribute value is shorter than the time period which has 
passed since its storage in the data resource; or – to put it another way – the 
probability that an attribute value became outdated in the meantime due to a temporal 
decline. Based on these definitions the general metric for currency can be defined as 
follows [24]: 

)(1)( ),(),( mnImmnI atvaatv
Curr sFsQ   (4) 

In contrast to completeness and validity, the metric for currency is not based on a 
set of values defined for each attribute, but on the distribution function 

 ).( mnIm atva sF  which has to be specifically determined for each attribute am. To do 

this, statistical procedures are necessary as, for instance, discussed in Heinrich et al. 
[24]. This investment has to be made once before the first measurement, but the 
resulting distribution function can then be used several times. As a result, the 
recurring costs for measuring currency are usually less than for measuring accuracy. 

Summing up, the definition of the DQ dimension accuracy seems to be the closest 
to the definitions of DQ: By measuring accuracy insufficient DQ is certainly detected 
and the DQ dimensions completeness, validity, and currency are measured 
simultaneously. But when measuring accuracy, not only the attribute value vI(tn.am) 
stored in a data resource is needed, but also its real-world counterpart vW(tn.am) at the 
instance of measurement. In contrast, measuring completeness, validity, and currency 
can be realized by means of metrics without comparing the stored attribute value 
vI(tn.am) to its real-world counterpart vW(tn.am). Although, determining a set of 

incomplete attribute values ma
IncompS , a value domain ma

ValiS , and a distribution function 

 ).( mnIm atva sF  occasions initial costs, measuring accuracy usually is much more 

expensive in the long run. This is because the parameters for measuring completeness, 
validity, and currency have to be determined once and can afterwards be used for 
multiple automated measurements with no or little adaptions, while the real-world 
counterpart for measuring accuracy has to be determined for each measurement at 
high cost anew. Owing to these high costs, indicating an attribute value’s accuracy, 
without knowing its real-world counterpart, would be of high value, especially in 
recurring measurements. Thus, taking into account metrics for completeness, validity, 
and currency – which are less cost intensive in the long run – seems to be 
economically reasonable. As each of these metrics measures a specific aspect of an 
attribute value’s accuracy (see below) an aggregated view of these three dimensions 
would yield a more complete indication of an attribute value’s accuracy and hence of 
its insufficiency. Consequently, approaches to aggregate DQ dimensions are 
discussed in the following. 



2.2 Approaches to aggregate different DQ dimensions 

Existing interdependencies between particular DQ dimensions are analysed in several 
publications. For instance, interdependencies between DQ dimensions like accuracy 
and timeliness (not currency) as well as completeness and consistency are modelled 
as trade-offs [1], [2]. In addition, logical connections between DQ dimensions are 
discussed [21] and approaches are developed to quantify existing interdependencies 
by means of correlations [14], [32]. Besides, the dependencies and the interactions 
between different DQ dimension are analysed based on the complexity of the problem 
[7]. None of these papers addresses the topic of formally aggregating DQ dimensions. 
So far, only three publications do so:  

The first [9] designs a formal approach for combining the results of metrics for 
different DQ dimensions to one aggregated DQ measure. It is defined based on a 
weighted average:  

QOver = wAccuxQAccu + wCompxQComp + wValixQVali + wCurrxQCurr + wInterxQInter + 
wAccxQAcc 

(5) 

This aggregation takes into account the dimensions ‘interpretability’ (QInter) and 
’accessibility’ (QAcc), which refer to Quality of Design (QoD) and not to QoC. Hence, 
these dimensions are not relevant in our context. Nevertheless, the idea of using a 
weighted average might still be appropriate to aggregate metrics for different DQ 
dimensions, as also Pipino et al. [37] propose to do so. However, using a weighted 
average comes along with several shortcomings, which are discussed by Helfert et al. 
[28]. They mainly stress that a weighted average assumes independence of the metrics 
to be aggregated. As will be revealed in section 3, this assumption does not hold in 
the given context: for instance, an incomplete value should not be valid; 
consequently, independence is not given.  

Besides, Even and Shankararayanan [16] suggest an aggregation function which 
shall reflect the overall utility reduction caused by different quality defects. They 
propose the algebraic product: 

QCons = QAccu x QComp x QVali x QCurr  (6) 

On the one hand, this aggregated quality of an attribute value is perfect (QCons = 1) 
if no defect is present (i.e. QAccu = QComp = QVali = QCurr = 1) and on the other hand, it 
is absolutely imperfect (QCons = 0) if at least one of the components has a zero value. 
However, within the paper of Even and Shankararayanan [16], completeness refers to 
a QoD and not to a QoC definition: It is defined as the inclusion or exclusion of an 
attribute value in the data specification. This makes sense from a utility based point of 
view, but not for indicating an attribute value’s accuracy. 

In addition, Calero et al. [8] develop a DQ model for web portals (the so called 
PDQM). That is, they develop a model to determine overall DQ of a web portal based 
on probabilistic theory. Therefore, Calero et al. [8] use an approach that employs 
Bayesian networks and Fuzzy logic in order to aggregate several DQ dimensions. 
These DQ dimensions mostly rely on a QoD definition (e.g. applicability, availability, 
believability, flexibility, etc.) rather than a QoC definition. Furthermore, they also do 
not measure accuracy by a real-world test but give a discrete indication of accuracy 
(good, medium, bad) based on the number of duplicates presented on a web portal. 



The approach is feasible for determining overall DQ of web portals and has been 
partly tested in a real-world setting [11] but is insufficient for other domains such as 
corporate data sets as several DQ dimension (e.g. accuracy, completeness, etc.) have 
been adapted to the web portal domain [8]. 

Moreover, in these approaches another problem arises by including the dimension 
accuracy itself: As argued earlier, it is necessary to determine the real-world value 
vW(tn.am) in order to measure accuracy, so that it can be compared to the attribute 
value stored in the data resource vI(tn.am). Thereby, accuracy can be determined 
exactly – whereas the other three dimensions only return an indication on the 
accuracy of the attribute value. If the real-world value is known, the metric for 
accuracy should be used and there is no need for the other dimensions or their 
aggregation at all. 

2.3 Research gap 

So far, there exists no approach to aggregate metrics for completeness, validity, and 
currency enabling an indication on the accuracy of an attribute value by considering 
dependencies between the different DQ dimensions and representing them 
adequately. To close this research gap, we design an indication function which makes 
use of metrics for the DQ dimensions completeness, validity, and currency to indicate 
an attribute value’s accuracy in an economics-oriented way.  

3 Design of an Indicator Function for Accuracy 

The indicator function is an artefact which is to be designed. To guide the search 
process for this artefact in a scientifically founded way, we state eight requirements 
which shall be fulfilled by the indicator function.  

First, we demand five requirements which were already used in existing DQ 
literature to derive metrics to measure the four DQ dimensions considered in this 
paper: completeness [25], validity [27], currency [24], and accuracy [26]. That is, the 
metrics to measure these dimensions (represented by formulas 1 to 4) also meet the 
following requirements: 

(R1) Normalisation: The results of the indicator function must be normalised to 
ensure that they can be compared to each other (e.g. to compare different levels of DQ 
over time [37]). In this context, DQ metrics are often ratios with a value ranging 
between 0 (perfectly bad) and 1 (perfectly good) [16], [37]. 

(R2) Interval scale: The difference between two results of the indicator function 
must be interval scaled (i.e. must have a defined meaning which remains the same 
independent from the height of the results). Only then the results can be input 
parameters to economic considerations.  

(R3) Interpretability: Only if the meaning of the results of the indicator function 
are comprehensible, they are “easy to interpret by business users” as demanded by 
Even and Shankaranarayanan [16].  



(R4) Aggregation: It shall be possible to quantify DQ on the level of attribute 
values, tupels, relations, and the whole (relational) database in a way, so that the 
values have consistent semantic interpretation (interpretation consistency, [16]) on 
each level. In addition, the metrics must allow aggregation of values on a given level 
to the next higher level (aggregation consistency, [16]). 

(R5) Applicability: For the purpose of enabling their application, the metrics are 
based on input parameters that are determinable. When defining metrics, 
measurement methods should be defined and in cases when exact measurement is not 
possible or cost-intensive, alternative (rigorous) methods (e.g. statistical) shall be 
proposed. From an economic point of view, it is also required that the measurement 
procedure can be accomplished at a high level of automation. 

Requirements (R1) to (R3) characterise the results of the indicator function, 
whereas (R4) and (R5) address the applicability in the context of an economics-
oriented DQ management. 

The further requirements define how the different DQ dimensions considered 
impact the result of the indicator function on the level of attribute values. Hence, we 
are looking for a function ))()),.(()),.((( ),().( mnImnI atv

CurrmnIValimnIComp
atv

Ind sQatvQatvQQ , 

which returns an indicator on the accuracy of the attribute value vI(tn.am) based on its 
metric results for completeness )).(( mnIComp atvQ , validity )).(( mnIVali atvQ , and 

currency )( ),( mnI atv
Curr sQ . 

Again, we start with completeness: An incomplete attribute value cannot be 
accurate by definition; if no attribute value is stored, it is different from the real-world 
counterpart (if the latter exists – cf. section 2.1.2). Consequently, it cannot be valid or 
current either and it would therefore seem inappropriate if the metric results for 
validity and currency had any influence. Hence, in case of an incomplete attribute 
value, the metric for completeness fixes the value of the indicator function at 0: 

(R6) 0))()),.((,0(0)).(( ),().(  mnImnI atv
CurrmnIVali

atv
IndmnIComp sQatvQQatvQ . 

Note that the metric for currency might return a value greater than 0, as it relies 

only on the shelf life ).( mnI atvs  and does not take into account the actually stored 
value. This indication is however overruled via (R6), so that solely completeness 
determines the overall value of the indicator function. 

If an attribute value is however complete, the result of the indicator function 
depends on the dimensions validity and currency. As an invalid value is also 
inaccurate by definition, currency is not relevant here either and it shall hold: 

(R7) 0))(,0,1(0)).((1)).(( ),().(  mnImnI atv
Curr

atv
IndmnIValimnIComp sQQatvQatvQ  

Again, (R7) ensures that currency is overruled and has no impact on the overall 
indication.  

In case of a complete and valid attribute value, its DQ will be judged in addition 
based on its currency, because only in this case the attribute value can be accurate and 
the metric for currency indeed returns the probability that the stored attribute value 
still corresponds to its real-world counterpart. Consequently, it shall hold:  

(R8) )())(,1,1(1)).((1)).(( ),(),().( mnImnImnI atv
Curr

atv
Curr

atv
IndmnIValimnIComp sQsQQatvQatvQ   



Comparing the existing approaches to (R1) to (R8) it can be stated that the 
weighted average operator (5) meets requirements (R6) to (R8) only if the weights are 
determined for each attribute value vI(tn.am) individually based on its completeness, 
validity, and currency: For instance, if an attribute value is complete, but invalid, the 
weights for completeness and currency should be 0, whereas the weight for validity 
should be 1. This procedure seems rather complex and causes additional computation 
time when applying the indicator function in an automated way. Moreover, the 
purpose of the weights is not to fully exclude or include one dimension, but to provide 
a weighting based on the dimensions general relevance. Consequently, the weighted 
average operator seems not suitable for our purposes. Although, the Bayesian network 
approach proposed by Calero et al. [8] is based on probabilistic theory it cannot be 
applied to the metrics introduced in section 2. The PDQM relies on specific (objective 
and subjective) measures for the Bayesian network’s entry nods which form the basis 
for determining the measures of the specific DQ dimensions (e.g. accuracy) in terms 
of probability tables.  

A mathematical operator fulfilling requirements (R1) to (R8) is the algebraic 
product, which was also used in (6). Based on it, the indicator function for accuracy 
can be formulated as follows: 

)()).(()).((

))()),.(()),.(((
),(

),().(

mnI

mnImnI

atv
CurrmnIValimnIComp

atv
CurrmnIValimnIComp

atv
Ind

sQatvQatvQ

sQatvQatvQQ




 

(7) 

The value of this indicator function is 0, if the attribute value is incomplete or 
invalid or both. In all cases, currency is not taken into account. Only if an attribute 
value is complete and valid, currency plays a role and determines the result of the 
indicator function.  

Besides (R6) to (R8), the proposed indicator function fulfils the other properties as 
well: On the level of attribute values, the results of formula (7) are normalized to the 
interval [0; 1] (R1). As only the value domain for currency is the continuum between 
0 and 1, the interval scale property depends on this dimension. Since currency is 
measured by means of a probability, the results are interval scaled (R2). In addition, a 
probability can be considered interpretable (R3). Once the initial actions for an 
automated measurement are taken per attribute (definition of the corresponding sets 

ma
IncompS  and ma

ValiS  for completeness and validity or definition of the distribution 

function )( ).( mnIm atva sF  for currency respectively), the measurement can be done 

repeatedly in an automated way (R5). 
To meet requirement (R4), we also develop formulas which give an indication on 

accuracy on higher levels of a data resource based on formula (7). As the metrics have 
to be defined specifically for each attribute, the attributes of a relation shall be 
considered as the next level [33] (in contrast to e.g. Heinrich et al. [25], who consider 
the tupels of a relation as the next level). 

The indicator function on the level of attribute am bases on the indicator function 
values of all N  IN tupels, which are stored in a relation at the moment of measuring 



DQ. To measure DQ in an inter-subjectively verifiable way, the tupels tn shall not be 
weighted, so that all have the same impact:3 

N
sQatvQatvQQ

Q
N

n

atv
CurrmnIValimnIComp

atv
Inda

Ind

mnImnI

m   1

),().( ))()),.(()),.(((
 

(8) 

 
Also on the level of relations, the indicator function for accuracy can be 

determined based on the indicator function of the (unweighted) M  IN attributes by 
means of the arithmetic mean: 
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Assuming the data resource consisting of P  IN pairwise non overlapping 
relations and all attributes being represented only once in the data resource, the 
indicator function for accuracy on the level of the data resource can be defined using 
formula (9): 
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The designed formulas can now be used to give an indication on the DQ in terms 
of accuracy on all levels of a data resource in an inter-subjectively verifiable and 
automated way. Hence, (A4) is met. 

4 Demonstration of Applicability 

The practical applicability of the indicator function for accuracy shall be 
demonstrated in a customer database example. We consider a fictive company 
intending to measure the accuracy of its data at regular intervals. The company 
preferably conducts e-mail-based direct marketing campaigns. The success of these 
campaigns depends on the accuracy of the e-mail addresses stored in the customer 
database. Therefore the company measures at regular intervals the quality of e-mail 
addresses stored in the customer database. The customer database is built using a 
relational database schema. For reasons of clearness, we consider one relation 
"customers", which is shown in Table 1. 

Table 1 Exemplary relation for customer data 

C_ID last_name first_name e_mail_address entry_date 
1 Hansen Olaf O.Hansen@example.com 1998-11-01 
2 Parker Peter p.parker@world-time.time 2010-01-17 
3 Smith Michael NULL 2007-09-27 

                                                           
3 Some existing approaches propose to weight attributes and/or tupels. Such a weighting can be 

useful in particular business situations and can be integrated in the formulas proposed here.  



 
The relation consists of the following five attributes: a distinct identifier (C_ID), a 

customer’s last name (last_name), a customer’s first name (first_name), a customer’s 
e-mail address (e_mail_address), and the respective date of data entry (entry_date). 
To not find out only with the next campaign about the inaccuracy of the e-mail 
addresses, the company applies the indicator function designed above. At the level of 
attribute values, the indicator function is designed as a product of the results of the 
metrics for completeness, validity, and currency. For calculating the indicator 
function, the company thus has to take the following four steps: (i) calculate the 
metric for completeness, (ii) calculate the metric for validity, (iii) calculate the metric 
for currency, and (iv) multiply the metrics’ results for each attribute value. All four 
steps can be performed in a predominantly automated way. This shall be illustrated by 
describing the measurement of the metrics in terms of the standard data query 
language SQL (while acknowledging that other ways of implementation are feasible 
as well). 

To measure completeness, formulas (2a) and (2b) are used. In this example, we 

assume that the set of attribute values which are considered as incomplete ma
IncompS is 

equal to NULL: ma
IncompS = {NULL}. The metric can hence be implemented without 

much effort by a SQL Statement of the form “SELECT C_ID FROM customers 
WHERE e_mail_address IS NULL”. Thus, the result of the metric for completeness 
for the records returned by this statement equals 0 and for the remaining records 1. 

To determine the validity of an e-mail-address, formulas (3a) and (3b) are applied. 
An e-mail address shall be considered valid only if its top-level domain (e.g. .com, 
.de, .it, etc.) corresponds to a given set of top-level domains. Simplifying, we assume 
that all records which are returned by the following SQL statement are valid and 

constitute therefore ma
ValiS : “SELECT C_ID FROM customers WHERE 

e_mail_address LIKE ‚%.org‘ OR ‚%.com’ OR ‚%.aero’ OR ‚%.biz’ OR ‚%.cat’ OR 
‚%.com’ OR ‚%.coop’ OR ‚%.edu’ OR ‚%.gov’ OR ‚%.info’ OR ‚%.int’ OR ‚%.jobs’ 
OR ‚%.mil’ OR ‚%.mobi’ OR ‚%.museum’ OR ‚%.name’ OR ‚%.net’ OR ‚%.org’ 
OR ‚%.pro’ OR ‚%.travel“. Thus, the result of the metric for validity for the records 
returned by this statement equals 1. For all other records the result of the metric 
equals 0. 

As mentioned earlier, it is not necessary to define a value range to measure 

currency. Instead, the distribution function of the shelf-life maS has to be determined. 
The distribution’s parameters can be determined in an objective way by statistical 
methods on the basis of random samples, statistical distributions, and historical data 
or in a subjective way by expert estimates (a detailed procedure to develop metrics for 
currency can be found in Heinrich et al. [24]). As soon as a suitable distribution 
function and parameters have been determined, an automated measurement can be 
conducted repeatedly. Therefore, the time span which has elapsed since the attribute 
values’ storage in the database, has to be determined first, based on their entry dates. 
The respective entry dates again can be selected by a SQL statement (“SELECT 
C_ID, entry_date FROM customers“). The difference between the instant of 
measuring currency and the e-mail addresses’ entry dates results in the time span of 



interest ).( mnI atvs .  Using this time span and the distribution parameters, the respective 
currency of an e-mail address can be calculated. Hereafter we exemplarily assume 
that the shelf life of an e-mail address is exponentially distributed with a decline rate 
of 0.1. The latter indicates how many values of the attribute am become out-of-date on 
average within one period of time. Thus, we obtain the following metric for currency: 

)1.0exp(:)(
,, mantmant vv

curr ssQ   (11) 

Within the fourth and last step the results from these three metrics have to be 
multiplied for each e-mail address according to formula (7). For the e-mail addresses 
from Table 1 we obtain the results for the indicator function depicted in Table 2. We 
also list the results when using the weighted average as aggregation function (cf. 
section 2.2)  to discuss the differences and exclude thereof the dimensions ‘accuracy’, 
‘interpretability’ and ‘accessibility’ for the reasons discussed earlier. Moreover, we 
assume that the remaining dimensions considered are equally weighted (wComp = wVali 
= wCurr = 1/3).  

Table 2 Results for the indicator function on 2012-03-15 

C_ID e_mail_address entry_date QComp QVali QCurr QInd QOver 
1 O.Hansen@example.com 1998-11-01 1 1 0.27 0.27 0.76 
2 p.parker@world-time.time 2010-01-17 1 0 0.80 0.00 0.60 
3 NULL 2007-09-27 0 0 0.64 0.00 0.21 

 
The results from Table 2 show that two out of the three e-mail addresses are for 

sure inaccurate, as they are either not valid (C_ID 2) or incomplete (C_ID 3). 
Consequently, the value for QInd is 0 in both cases. In contrast, QOver is greater than 0 
in both cases; for customer 2, the quality is, in fact, judged quite good at a value of 
QOver = 0.6. The third e-mail address (customer with C_ID 1) could not be identified 
as inaccurate according to the indicator function. But, the result indicates that the 
attribute value is only up-to-date with a probability of 27% which is also the value of 
the indicator function. The weighted average rates the quality of this attribute value 
however much higher at 0.76, as the relatively low value for currency is compensated 
by the high values for completeness and validity. The results of the indicator function 
can be used as an input to formula (8) in order to calculate the DQ of the attribute 
“e_mail_address”. The resulting value of the indicator function is 0.09. That is, the 
average quality of the attribute “e_mail_address” is only 0.09. 

Transferring this comparatively simple example to very large datasets shows the 
potential of this automated, repeated, and practicable indication of accuracy. 
Nonetheless, this is just an example, which demonstrates its applicability and 
advantages compared to existing approaches. Thus, further attempts are needed to 
evaluate this indicator function in real-world settings to gain further information from 
an economic point of view. 



5 Conclusion 

This paper contributes to an economics-oriented DQ management by designing an 
indicator function for accuracy as well as by defining eight requirements for 
aggregating metrics for the DQ dimensions completeness, validity, and currency. The 
indicator function is based on metrics for the DQ dimensions completeness, validity, 
and currency, which are aggregated by means of the algebraic product. This 
procedure enables for a predominantly automated measurement of accuracy. Owing to 
the avoidance of cost intensive real-world test, this is an advantage especially in very 
large data sets and in recurring measurements. The indicator function results from a 
requirements-driven design, ensuring an inter-subjectively verifiable and scientifically 
founded search process. Besides, formulas to indicate DQ on the levels of attributes, 
relations, and the database itself are developed. The general applicability of the 
indicator function is demonstrated in a customer database example and its results are 
compared to existing approaches. 

Some limitations provide room for further research. One limitation exists regarding 
the dimension ‘validity’. As described earlier, the valid value domain of an attribute 
value vI(tn.am) can also be derived from another attribute value vI(tn.ao) for attribute ao 
of the same tupel tn. That is, interdependencies among different attribute values of the 
same tuple can be used to determine an attribute value’s validity. However, this 
procedure has one shortcoming which has not been solved yet: Before determining an 
attribute value’s validity depending on another attribute value of the same tuple, the 
quality of the latter attribute value has to be determined first (cf. section 2.1.3). Con-
sequently, further research is needed to define metrics for measuring validity taking 
into account such dependencies. Another limitation of this paper is the missing 
empirical evidence. Currently, only an example demonstrates the indicator function’s 
general applicability. To further validate the indicator function and its results, several 
case studies should be conducted. The authors are currently working on an application 
of the indicator function in the context of managing address data. Results from this 
study may provide further insides on the costs and benefits of the indicator function 
under real-world conditions. 
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